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Overview

● Aim
○ Collect a controlled vocabulary for Compliance Checking (CC)

● Approach
○ Extract terminology from building regulations
○ Classify domain of extracted terminology
○ Identify relevant terms from additional resources
○ Build a span-based graph
○ Explore using the span-based graph



Aim: Controlled vocabulary for 
Compliance Checking (CC)



Aim: shared conceptualisation for Compliance Checking 

● Lexicon ~ the complete set of meaningful units in our ACC vocabulary
○ Which terms would be required for formulating Compliance Checking rules?

● Potential sources of terms:
○ Building Regulations (standards, codes of practice, eurocodes, guidance, etc.)
○ BIM models (vendor specific terms, interoperability ontologies, etc.)
○ Domain thesauri and vocabularies (Uniclass, NRM3, BsDD, etc.)
○ Building product datasheets (vendor specific names, product characteristics, etc.)
○ more?

“hot finished hollow section member”    owl:equivalentClass  (Pr_20_76_52_16) Carbon steel hot-finished hollow sections 
  rdfs:type (TE_10_10_50) Structural members 
  skos:broader TATA Celsius® hot finished hollow sections
  prov:location BS 5950-8 1990, BS EN 1090-3 2019, and so on…
  etc.



Aim: shared conceptualisation for Compliance Checking 

● First, explore manual approach to build KG
○ What terms and relations can we expect?
○ Editing the data 

■ VocBench, Tematres, MS Excel
○ Format 

■ Simple Knowledge Organisation System 
(SKOS)

○ Reuse existing sources 
■ Uniclass, NRM3, BSI vocabularies, IFCowl, …

● Workflow:
1. Manual annotation in MS Excel
2. OntoRefine to convert CSV to SKOS
3. Further editing in VocBench

https://vocbench.uniroma2.it/
https://vocabularyserver.com/web/


Aim: shared conceptualisation for Compliance Checking 

6 workdays of annotation, 
302 terms, 
130 alternatives,
214 links 



Aim: shared conceptualisation for Compliance Checking 

Scraping 16 vocabularies already 
results in 8K terms and definitions, 
(mostly civil engineering pdfs and 
restricted licensing) 



Approach to automate the collection
of terms



Approach

Generally, the first steps for deriving an ontology or taxonomy from text are:
1. Term extraction from text 
2. Identify which terms are candidates for concepts
3. Internal and external concept linking



1. Term extraction from building regulations

1. Convert PDF documents to a text-based format 
2. Split texts into sentences 
3. Run SPaR.txt to identify candidate terms for the KG

○ Aim is to capture Object spans
○ Including Multi-Word Expressions (MWE)

Data and code @ https://github.com/rubenkruiper/SPaR.txt

UK Merged Approved Documents

https://github.com/rubenkruiper/SPaR.txt


1. Term extraction from building regulations

1. Convert PDF documents to a text-based format → includes noise
2. Split texts into sentences → more noise
3. Run SPaR.txt to identify candidate terms for the KG → lots of noise

○ Aim is to capture Object spans
○ Including Multi-Word Expressions (MWE)

Data and code @ https://github.com/rubenkruiper/SPaR.txt

UK Merged Approved Documents

https://github.com/rubenkruiper/SPaR.txt




1. Multi-Word Expressions

Many ‘entities’ in the regulations consist 
of multiple words. 

● Just think of the different types of wall, 
roof, beam, etc.

● All of these can have plural, acronyms, 
alternative labels, alternative spelling, 
etc.

58.36% of the unique filtered SPaR.txt 
concepts are MWEs.

Source: Villavicencio and Idiart (2019)



1. Multi-Word Expressions

Many ‘entities’ in the regulations consist 
of multiple words. 

● Just think of the different types of wall, 
roof, beam, etc.

● All of these can have plural, acronyms, 
alternative labels, alternative spelling, 
etc.

58.36% of the unique filtered SPaR.txt 
concepts are MWEs.

Source: Villavicencio and Idiart (2019)

Notably, Uniclass mostly MWEs → 



2. Identify which terms are candidates for concepts

Which terms are relevant to the 
building domain?

Foreground corpus: 
Merged Approved Documents (MAD)

Background corpus: 
5 EU regulations concerning medical devices

1. Similar style of text, yet different domains
2. Not an extreme size difference (<10x)

Also, both corpora openly available.

MAD top 10
 ('building', 1824),
 ('buildings', 934),
 ('guidance', 887),
 ('requirements', 641),
 ('Building Regulations', 636),
 ('dwelling', 500),
 ('work', 490),
 ('dwellings', 385),
 ('building work', 365),
 ('document', 351)

EU med top 10
 ('device', 1885),
 ('devices', 1696),
 ('manufacturer', 1587),
 ('notified body', 1199),
 ('information', 799),
 ('Member States', 686),
 ('Commission', 652),
 ('requirements', 604),
 ('Regulation', 596),
 ('market', 475)



2. Simple domain classification



2. Top examples domain classification

Expecting general domain

Expecting general domainExpecting medical device domain

Expecting candidate for concepts 
within building regulation domain

4,958 domain and 2,982 general/out-of-domain terms



3. Internal and external linking 

● Uniclass 
○ only 598 (4%) of the 15K terms occur verbatim in the 1.274 pages of the UK 

Merged Approved documents (MAD)
● WikiData

○ 29% of our 5K domain terms found in WikiData
○ Many WikiData classes and definitions irrelevant
○ Annotate 1.2K WikiData classes (46% irrelevant)
○ When only retaining relevant WikiData matches,

13% of our candidate concepts found in WikiData

Which of those 5K ‘candidates for concepts’ occur in other vocabularies?



3. Internal and external linking 

So far matches all based on exact overlap, we add:

● Morphological similarity
○ e.g., ‘structural element’ is morphologically similar to ‘element of structure’.

● Semantic similarity based on distributed representations
○ 5 nearest neighbours based on avg. weighted embedding of spans

● Potential acronyms and antonym-based similarity
● Number of shared terms among definitions:

A dwelling, or a usable part of a 
dwelling (i.e. a habitable room), 
that is situated partly or entirely 
below ground level.

'cellar' 'basement'

A part of a dwelling which is situated partly 
or entirely below ground level, and is 
distinct from a basement in that it is used 
only for storage, heating plant or purposes 
other than habitation. ‘ground level’

‘dwelling’





The surface of a door which 
follows into (or faces away from) 
the room or space into which the 
door is being opened – sometimes 
referred to as ‘the push side’.

‘leading edge’

The surface of a door which leads into (or 
faces) the room or space into which the 
door is being opened – sometimes referred 
to as ‘the pull side’.

‘push side’

‘pull side’

‘following edge’

‘door’

‘room’

‘space’

‘surface’

Using the KG to elucidate salient terms
irec:definitionRelation

irec:morphologicallySimilar
irec:semanticallySimilar

numDefRelterms > X
---------------------------------------- +

distance between nodes in an unlabelled, undirected graph



Minimum Spanning Tree



GraphDB



Manual vs automated term collection

Manual

Issues include:

● Not being sure if terms added to the KG 
actually occur in the regulations

● Not knowing when the collected terms 
comprehensively describe a small 
subdomain

● The tediousness of identifying new terms 
and relations, especially when definitions are 
missing and sources may not be reliable

Benefits include:

● Complete control over terms and relations 
that are part of the KG

Support from automated term collection

Benefits include:

→ Source and provenance of terms can be 
tracked in the KG

→ Scalable approach (excl. some span-span 
metrics), can be assumed to be reasonably 
comprehensive if input is representative

→ Easy to identify related terms, especially 
when definitions are present (even from less 
reliable sources like WikiData)

Issues include:

→ Contains noise, mostly the type of noise a 
human annotator has to filter



Thank you!


